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Financial planners, advisers and academics usually
recommend that workers delay the collection of
Social Security in order to maximize benefits.
Workers born between 1943 and 1954 can increase
Social Security benefits 32% by delaying collection
from the full retirement age of 66 until age 70. The
problem with this advice for many people is that
working that long may not be feasible or desirable.
The only way for many retirees to delay claiming
may be to withdraw extra from retirement savings in
order to fund early retirement income. According to
recent data, only about 3% of people opt to delay
benefits until age 70 (Munnell and Chen 2015).

This paper first looks at how the decision to
withdraw from retirement savings in order to
finance a delayed Social Security benefit affects
potential income and the amount remaining in
savings for a range of portfolio returns. It seeks to
quantify the trade-off between improved portfolio
longevity (not running out of money) against lower
potential portfolio balances. Finally, it looks at
whether dynamic withdrawals, as opposed to
constant-dollar withdrawals, can make the decision
to delay more attractive to retirees that are sensitive
to this trade-off.
The advantage of delaying benefits depends on a
number of factors including life expectancy,
portfolio returns, risk aversion, income, savings,
marital status and gender (Blanchett, 2012). We
confirm that it is good practice to delay claiming as
a hedge against longevity and downside market risk,
but it can come with a trade-off if the amount
remaining in savings is reduced.

Savings may last longer by withdrawing more today
in order to receive the higher Social Security benefit
at age 70, but it depends on assumptions about
spending and market returns. The longevity
advantage from delaying peaks with a safe spending
rate – not too high and not too low – and when
returns are on the low end of the historical spectrum.
On the other hand, the overall benefit of delaying
may be more limited when the amount remaining in
savings is considered, specifically when spending is
too high or if market returns are good.
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We find that a dynamic withdrawal strategy, such as
withdrawing a percentage equal to the IRS required
minimum distribution (RMD), may make delayed
claiming more attractive. Although there is still a
trade-off, the reduction in savings may be less
severe when dynamic withdrawals are employed
instead of fixed withdrawals.
Previous papers that have analyzed this choice have
found that delaying Social Security collection is
often a good economic decision. Meyer and
Reichenstein (2012) found that spending from
savings in order to delay Social Security could result
in a substantial increase of portfolio longevity. They
found that this portfolio longevity advantage is
especially pronounced for lower-income households
with retirement income that is more dependent on
Social Security.

Recent Literature

Sass (2012) equates delayed retirement credits to
buying an annuity from the Social Security system.
As employer pensions become less common,
retirees that want guaranteed income should be
willing to spend from savings today in order to
increase tomorrow’s Social Security benefits.
Current low interest rates make delaying especially
appealing since lower portfolio returns make it less
feasible for retirees to depend on 401(k)s for
income. Sass (2012) finds that “buying an annuity
from Social Security, especially in today’s low
interest rate environment, is the best deal in town.”

Blanchett (2012) offers a range of analyses to
evaluate the claiming decision. Among his findings
he calculates a break-even rate of return; the annual
nominal compounded return a retiree would need to
earn during retirement, after fees, to be financially
indifferent between claiming benefits at age 66 vs.
delaying benefits until 70. He estimates this breakeven rate to be somewhere between 4.6 and 7.9%.
He finds that conservative investors in particular
should delay benefits, since their expected returns
are likely below this threshold.
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Our analysis has three primary sections that add to
the existing literature. First, we measure the
portfolio longevity advantage for a range of return
scenarios, at different spending amounts, and with
various benefit and savings amounts. This extends
the analysis of Meyer and Reichenstein (2012).

Next, we quantify the expected amount remaining
in savings at any age. We believe that this is an
important component in the claiming decision. The
amount remaining in savings can be used for
bequests, unexpected health-care expenses or other
emergencies. As can be seen with the low take-up
rate of annuities, people are not readily willing to
give up savings today for the promise of income
tomorrow. People seem to have a strong aversion to
spending from savings in the near-term. This makes
the decision to spend from savings in order to delay
Social Security difficult and counter-intuitive.
Finally, previous studies use fixed annual income to
examine the impact of delaying Social Security. Our
analysis looks at whether a dynamic portfolio
withdrawal strategy should have any effect on the
decision to delay.

Our model looks specifically at single workers, but
with the recent end to restricted claiming and fileand-suspend strategies, married households may
face the same basic “claim now or claim later”
question as single households. To the extent that we
can show a benefit to delaying for single workers,
we think this finding can be extrapolated to the
higher earner of a married household.

Singles vs. Married Couples

For single people, the benefits of delaying Social
Security depend heavily on life expectancy.
According to Roy (2015), delaying for a single
retiree will pay off so long as they live past the age
of 80. Lemons (2012) finds this “breakeven age”
generally to be in the range of 84 to 86 years old.
These approximate break-even ages are close to life
expectancy for a current 65-year-old, and it
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therefore does not seem to be an unambiguously
advantageous strategy to delay benefits.

Differences in mortality also make the benefits of
delaying depend on gender. With a life expectancy
of almost 87 years, women who live to 65 run a
higher risk of out-living savings in comparison to
men who have a life expectancy of about 84 years.
Studies about benefit optimization for singles are
especially crucial for single women with relatively
long life expectancies.

There has been considerable research on the benefits
of delayed claiming for married households. Unless
there is a strong reason to believe that both spouses
will have shorter-than-average life expectancies, it
pays for at least one member of the household to
delay collection until age 70. Because survivor
benefits receive delayed retirement credits, it is
common agreement that the higher earner in a
married household should delay claiming until age
70 at almost any costs (Kotlikoff, Moeller, and
Solman, 2015).
Although our analysis looks specifically at single
households, we believe these results are widely
applicable to married households as well. Married
two-earner couples have even more incentive than
single households for the higher earner to delay
claiming because of potential survivor benefits.
There may be circumstances where married
households consider having one worker claim prior
to age 70, but our results strongly suggest that at
least one member of the household should delay
benefits.
The model quantifies whether it is worthwhile for a
single worker retiring prior to age 70 to withdraw
from taxable savings in order to delay Social
Security benefit collection. The analysis starts by
assuming that a worker retires precisely at the
current full retirement age of 66. We assume that the
worker has some retirement savings outside of

Our Model

Social Security. We also set an initial assumption
that the new retiree wants a constant-dollar spending
amount throughout retirement. This means that he
or she will have the same after-tax income every
year in retirement, adjusting for inflation. All results
are reported in current dollars unless otherwise
noted.

The basic decision comes down to two options in
our analysis. One, the retiree can elect to claim
benefits at 66 and withdraw a fixed amount from
savings in order to achieve a certain level of income,
net of taxes. Under this scenario, the retiree would
withdraw the same amount, adjusting for inflation,
every year. The second option is to delay benefit
collection until age 70. From ages 66 through 69,
the retiree will need to withdraw extra from savings
in order to make up for the lack of Social Security.
Beginning at age 70, the retiree will receive the
delayed retirement benefit, meaning that
withdrawals from savings can be reduced. We
design these scenarios such that annual net income
is the same under both options. We assume that all
withdrawals are taxable.

We do not include an option to purchase annuities.
Research suggests that retirees seeking constant
retirement income should invest in some mix of
annuities (specifically SPIAs) and equities (Pfau
2013). The decision to delay Social Security is, in
essence, a decision to purchase an annuity. And, this
annuity from the government is attractively priced
as compared with those available from private
insurers. Helping retirees understand this value is
the purpose of our analysis.
The model uses a bootstrapped Monte Carlo
simulation of stock and bond returns in order to
simulate a range of return scenarios. We use
monthly historical data from 1926 through 2014.
Stock returns are based on the CRSP 1-10 Deciles
Index, a broad U.S. market index that covers a range
of market capitalizations. For bond returns we use 5Year U.S. Treasury Notes, roughly indicative of an
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F I G U R E 1: S U M M A RY S TAT I S T I C S

FOR

RETURN ASSUMPTIONS

Source: Author’s calculations based on CRSP 1-10 Deciles Index, 5-Year U.S. Treasury Notes, and Consumer Price Index for January 1926 through November 2014

intermediate-term U.S. government bond index.
Inflation is measured by the Consumer Price Index.
We assume that the portfolio is invested in 50%
stocks and 50% bonds, rebalanced annually. The
summary statistics for the assumed returns are
shown in Figure 1, above.

Bootstrapping works by randomly selecting, with
replacement, from the universe of monthly historical
returns to create 10,000 unique return simulations.
By using actual returns data, we maintain the same
historical distribution of returns and volatility, as
well as the relationship between stocks, bonds and
inflation for any given month. Bootstrapped Monte
Carlo simulation loses any return momentum that
might be found in the historical data.

Any results are influenced by return expectations,
but we pay special attention to the lower half of the
return distribution in an attempt to show
conservative return estimates and to reflect
potentially lower future returns as a result of today’s
low interest rates and relatively high equity
valuations.
We simulate results for three levels of savings
($250,000, $500,000 and $1,000,000) and three
levels of Social Security benefit (Primary Insurance
Amounts, or PIAs, of $1,200, $1,600 and $2,000).
We simulate portfolio performance for different
levels of net income. Reported net income is gross
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of any portfolio management fees, and these figures
should be adjusted downward to account for any
potential fees.
We start by estimating at what age we expect
savings to run out for a safe spending level and low
historical returns. Meyer and Reichenstein (2012)
find that portfolio longevity can increase by six or
more years by spending extra from savings and
delaying claiming from age 66 to age 70. We
confirm that for safe spending levels and at the low
end of simulated returns, portfolio longevity
increases measurably by delaying claiming.

Safe Spending, Low Returns

We start by looking at a retiree with $500,000 in
savings and a $1,600 PIA who chooses to spend
$36,700 per year in net income. We choose this
amount based on a simple formula of annual Social
Security benefit at full retirement age plus 3.5% of
savings. This is just below the traditional “4% rule”
as prescribed by Bengen (1994), and is meant to
approximate what the 4% rule might provide in
after-tax income. There has been recent research that
suggests that the 4% rule may no longer be
sustainable in today’s low interest rate environment
(Finke et. al. 2013), but we use historical returns
during which time the 4% rule was safe.
Financial planners will often look at the worst-case
scenario to evaluate the safety of a particular
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strategy. In this example, we look at the 5th
percentile of simulated outcomes. Figure 2, below,
shows the pattern of remaining savings under the
two claiming strategies. The retiree that delays
claiming until age 70 withdraws savings more
quickly during the first four years of retirement
($40,631 gross withdrawal) and more slowly
thereafter ($11,356 gross withdrawal). The retiree
that claims at age 66 has a gross withdrawal of
$18,167 every year. Under this example, the two
strategies have roughly the same remaining savings
at about age 84, consistent with breakeven analysis
(Lemons, 2012).

By delaying benefits, the retiree allows the portfolio
to last an additional nine years in the 5th percentile
of simulations. This example retiree would have a
95% chance of assets lasting at least until age 92 if
claiming at 66, but the same chance of assets lasting
until age 101 if claiming is delayed until 70. This
result is similar to the results from Meyers and
Reichenstein (2012).
There are several reasons that we expect portfolio
longevity to increase in this example. The primary
reason is that the advantage of delaying Social

F I G U R E 2 : S AV I N G S R E M A I N I N G

IN

5TH PERCENTILE

Security is asymmetric. As Michael Kitces points
out, the advantage of delaying gets larger as the
retiree lives longer. Because we are modeling
withdrawals to last past the break-even age, we
should expect an advantage to delaying. An example
from Kitces’ blog:
“While it takes approximately 20 years for the
client to initially dig out of the $12,000 hole
created by delaying initially, it takes only six
more years thereafter for the client to go from
even to $12,000. And it takes only another four
years after that to make another $12,000, and
then just over two more years to add yet another
$12,000. In other words, as the client lives
longer, the client doesn’t just come out ahead;
the client comes out exponentially ahead.”
(Kitces, 2012).
The second major reason is the taxation of Social
Security benefits, described as a “tax torpedo” for
certain income levels by Meyer and Reichenstein
(2013). The “tax torpedo” is the effect that causes
tax rates to spike up to a 46.25% marginal rate at
certain levels of withdrawal. This happens because
at certain levels of income, an extra dollar
withdrawal causes $0.85 of Social Security to also
OF

S I M U L AT I O N S

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation
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be taxed. In our example above, the retiree is
generally below the threshold where the tax torpedo
takes effect, but the taxation of Social Security
benefits affects some of our other examples.

Now we offer an alternative way to measure the
advantage of delaying. We estimate how much more
or less net income the retiree could potentially
consume by delaying claiming. We calculate the
dollar amount that would cause the retiree to exhaust
the portfolio in less than 5% of simulations before
age 95. For a claiming age of 66, this amount is
$36,300 (rounded to the nearest $50 increment). Net
income could be increased by $1,800 to $38,100 if
the retiree delays claiming until age 70. This amount
would also have a 5% likelihood of exhausting
assets before age 95. This clearly suggests that
delaying benefits has an advantage of providing
portfolio longevity and/or the potential for
additional income if the planning horizon is long
enough.

These results hold for several benefit levels and
savings amounts. We show in Figure 3, below,
portfolio longevity and potential net income
increases in the 5th percentile of simulations for
three benefit levels and three savings amounts, but
only for the 3.5% safe spending rate. We confirm

F I G U R E 3: A D VA N TA G E S

OF

D E L AY I N G

FOR

the finding from Meyer and Reichenstein (2012)
that longevity increases are highest for lower
savings amounts.

These results show that delaying Social Security can
help mitigate longevity risk and market return risk
for safe spending rates and poor market outcomes.
The portfolio longevity advantages of delaying are
most pronounced at low- and middle-savings
amounts, and become less obvious for higher
savings amounts. This makes sense because people
with lower savings amounts are disproportionately
reliant on Social Security benefits for income in
retirement.
Our analysis above confirmed that delaying benefits
can help mitigate longevity risk for safe spending
rates during poor market performance. This is a
critically important point, but we now look at
whether we see similar advantages when spending is
higher. If spending is higher than the safe spending
rate, we should expect a shorter potential horizon.
Because of the asymmetric returns of Social
Security, we should find that the advantage of
delaying decreases when the expected horizon is
shorter.

Higher Spending Amounts

SAFE SPENDING

AND

LOW RETURNS

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.
[1] In the 5th percentile of simulations for the safe savings amount calculated as 3.5 percent of savings plus the full retirement age annual benefit.
Does not account for portfolio management fees.
[2] Net income that would allow 95% of simulations to last at least until age 95.
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F I G U R E 4: P O RT F O L I O A D VA N TA G E S D I S A P P E A R

WITH

HIGHER SPENDING

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.
[1] Calculated as 5.5% of savings plus the full retirement age annual benefit. Does not account for portfolio management fees.

In fact, we find that portfolio longevity may be
reduced by delaying claiming when a higher
withdrawal rate is used. We use a withdrawal that
provides net income of 5.5% of the starting portfolio
plus the full retirement age Social Security benefit.
Delayed claiming leads to equal or decreased
portfolio longevity for all benefit and savings
amounts at the 5th and 50th percentile of
simulations (in Figure 4, above, our baseline
scenario is highlighted). The decreases are usually
modest, all less than five years, but still notable.
Portfolio longevity decreases are most notable at
low savings amounts and high benefit amounts.

The withdrawal rate matters more for retirees with
higher savings. It is therefore imperative that
households with higher savings reduce spending to
safe rates if at all possible. The bottom line here is
that the withdrawal strategy is an important factor
when determining whether delayed benefits can
improve income.
In our baseline analysis, we looked at results for safe
spending rates in the 5th percentile of outcomes.
Market returns are low in this set of outcomes. For
each year past the full retirement age that Social
Security is delayed, there is an 8% increase in

Different Returns: How Much is Left?

guaranteed benefits. This is like an 8% return on
assets that are “invested” in Social Security during
those years. One major reason that economists
suggest delaying benefits is that there is no other
place where an investor can get a risk-free 8%
return.
On the other hand, earlier claiming would allow
greater exposure to financial markets during the
early part of retirement. In simulations where market
returns average better than 8%, we might expect that
early claiming could be an advantage, even with
safe spending rates. We look now at the range of
simulations to see if this benefit materializes.
The first thing to point out is that higher return
scenarios coupled with safe spending rates are less
likely to cause portfolios to run out before age 110, the
maximum age in our model. The baseline retiree with
$1,600 PIA and $500,000 in savings with net annual
income of $36,700 only exhausts the portfolio by age
110 around 20% of the time. Portfolio longevity is not
a useful measure to compare outcomes in these higher
return scenarios. Instead of looking at the age of
portfolio exhaustion, we look at remaining savings at
ages 80, 85, 90, 95 and 100. The amount remaining
could be thought of as a potential bequest or as
emergency savings for potential long-term care.
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F I G U R E 5: I N F L AT I O N - A D J U S T E D A M O U N T R E M A I N I N G , S A F E S P E N D I N G

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.

As expected, we find that for higher return scenarios,
the amount remaining is often higher with early
claiming instead of delayed claiming (Figure 5,
above). Remember that we are using a portfolio that
is invested 50% in stocks and 50% in bonds. The
cells in green show the low return, long retirement
scenarios as evaluated in the first sections of this
paper. The cells in blue, however, represent scenarios
where the amount remaining is higher as a result of
earlier claiming. At ages 80 and 85, there is a high
likelihood that the amount remaining will be less
when claiming is delayed, thereby spending more
from savings during the first four years of retirement.
Even at older ages, the amount remaining is lower
for delayed claiming when returns are higher-thanaverage, at the 75th and 95th percentile.

This is the trade-off associated with “buying”
portfolio longevity extensions and downside market
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return protection by delaying the claiming of Social
Security. The first step for most retirees is to
understand this trade-off. Like annuities, this tradeoff may be one explanation that retirees tend to
claim Social Security earlier than most economists
would suggest. After conducting a trade-off
analysis, this potential reduction in savings may be
a primary obstacle to overcome in order to convince
people to delay Social Security.
We have shown that there are advantages to
delaying the collection of Social Security for safe,
constant-dollar spending rates and low market
returns. We then showed that this advantage
disappears for higher spending amounts. We have
also shown that the advantage of delaying in poor
market outcomes comes with a trade-off of a
potentially lower amount remaining under higher

Dynamic Spending
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return scenarios. In other words, delayed claiming
is a trade-off when a constant, safe spending strategy
is employed. We now look at an alternative spending
pattern to see whether the same trade-off exists.

F I G U R E 6: D Y N A M I C W I T H D R AWA L P E RC E N TAG E

There is considerable research to suggest that
dynamic, or flexible, withdrawals from savings are
more efficient than constant-dollar withdrawals
(Blanchett et. al., 2012, Sun and Webb, 2012). How
would a retiree fare in our simulations if following
a dynamic withdrawal strategy instead of a constantdollar strategy? In this analysis, we model annual
withdrawals to equal the percentage mandated by
the IRS’s RMD net of taxes plus the full retirement
age Social Security benefit.1 We use a 3.5% net
withdrawal for ages 66 through 69.

We find that delayed claiming coupled with an
RMD withdrawal strategy results in lower annual
income until about age 82, depending on the return
scenario, and higher annual income thereafter.
Figure 6, at right, shows withdrawal rates under the
RMD strategy and Figure 7, on next page, shows
annual income at the 50th percentile.
At the median simulation, annual income decreases
by as much as 9% by delaying claiming and
following the RMD spending strategy. This income
difference can be seen as the difference between the
blue and green lines at age 70 in the chart in Figure
7. However, as can be seen in the chart, delayed
claiming allows income to be at least 10% higher
starting at age 94.

Let’s assume that most retirees are not willing to
reduce early retirement income for higher late
retirement income. We engineer a dynamic
spending pattern where we don’t allow the same
reduction in income during early retirement years.
We look at the pattern of income if we use an RMD
spending pattern plus an additional percentage that
provides a similar early retirement-income pattern
as if the retiree claimed at age 66. We create this
pattern by adding 0.2 percentage points at age 67,

Notes: Percentages shown rounded to nearest 0.1%.
Actual percentages used are not rounded.
Sources: IRS and author’s calculations

0.4 at 68, 0.6 at 69, 0.8% for ages 70 through 85,
0.6 at 86, 0.4 at 87, 0.2 at 88 and the normal RMD
pattern thereafter (percentages shown in Figure 6).
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F I G U R E 7: A N N U A L N E T I N C O M E

FOR

RMD S P E N D I N G , 50 T H P E R C E N T I L E

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.
Notes: Baseline results for a $500,000 portfolio and $1,600 PIA.

F I G U R E 8: A N N U A L N E T I N C O M E

FOR

RMD S P E N D I N G , 50 T H P E R C E N T I L E

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.
Notes: Baseline results for a $500,000 portfolio and $1,600 PIA.

We find that this withdrawal pattern can effectively
act to provide roughly the same level of income as
a standard RMD withdrawal that claims at 66, but
still retains the late-retirement advantage of higher
income (Figure 8, above). This advantage holds at
the 5th, 25th, and 75th and 95th percentiles.
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The pattern of income derived from delayed
claiming and our increased RMD strategy is clearly
preferable to claiming at age 66 with the baseline
RMD strategy. Now the question is whether this
strategy suffers from the same shortfalls that we see
when we look at constant-dollar income. Namely,
do savings suffer in a similar way, especially under
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F I G U R E 9 : I N F L AT I O N - A D J U S T E D A M O U N T R E M A I N I N G , D Y N A M I C W I T H D R AWA L S

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.

higher return scenarios and during early retirement?
To analyze this, we look again at the amount
remaining at various ages for these spending
patterns. We find that delayed claiming, with
increased RMD withdrawals, results in modestly
lower amounts remaining at ages 80 and 85, and
higher amounts remaining at ages 95 and 100
(Figure 9, above).

This is similar to our results with constant-dollar
safe spending, with two notable differences. First,
the difference in amounts remaining at earlier ages

is generally smaller. Second, under the highest
return scenarios, the amount remaining is actually
higher at ages 95 and 100 for delayed claiming. In
other words, delaying Social Security with a
dynamic withdrawal strategy results in potentially
higher income and only modestly reduced savings
at earlier ages.

This is evidence that delayed claiming may be most
advantageous when a dynamic spending strategy is
employed.
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F I G U R E 10: I N F L AT I O N - A D J U S T E D A M O U N T R E M A I N I N G , D Y N A M I C W I T H D R AWA L S

Source: Author’s calculations based on Monte Carlo simulation.of baseline household with $500,000 savings and $1,600 PIA.

Delaying Social Security benefits has the potential
to increase portfolio longevity at safe spending rates
when returns are poor. This is important because
delayed benefits can act as a hedge against poor
returns or running out of money during a longerthan-expected life. Still, data show that the vast
majority of retirees choose to claim prior to age 70.
Part of the reason may be that the amount remaining
for a bequest or for emergency care is generally
reduced by delaying claiming and spending from
savings during the first several years of retirement.
We offer a more complete picture of the trade-offs
associated with delaying Social Security benefits.

Conclusion

We have also provided an alternative analysis that
suggests that retirees who follow a dynamic
spending pattern can potentially increase late-
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retirement income and emergency savings while
sacrificing only a small amount of savings at earlyretirement ages. This can provide a desirable
alternative for retirees who are likely to follow a
dynamic spending pattern and are sensitive to
reduced savings.
Finally, Figure 10, above, looks at annual income
and the amount remaining under several of the
spending strategies we have reviewed. The dynamic
RMD strategies will cause the retiree to spend less
in poor return environments, but this built-in “shock
absorber” keeps the savings balance in a safer range.
If retirees choose to use such a strategy, it seems
clear that delaying Social Security benefits is
preferable. We believe that this analysis may help
people overcome a primary obstacle in delaying
benefits. n
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Footnote:
1
The withdrawal will be higher than the required minimum because it is net of taxes. For instance, if the RMD calls for a 4% withdrawal and
there is $500,000 in the portfolio, the retiree could withdraw only $20,000, but we assume that he instead withdraws an additional amount
to get a net amount of $20,000 after taxes. Total net income would be $20,000 plus the full retirement age Social Security benefit.
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